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ABSTRACT

Parallel computing is a novel perspective in Grid computing environment. Parallel computing also plays a major role in cloud environment. For parallel computing to work efficiently, load balancing and task scheduling need to be managed accurately and precisely. In this review paper, we will study and analyze load balancing and task scheduling algorithms in parallel computing environment.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Parallel computing [1], [2] may be a variety of computation during which several calculations or the execution of different process area are carried out at the same time. Massive issues will typically be divided into smaller ones, which may then be resolved at an equivalent time. Before dividing the method, it is checked whether or not the method is divisible or not, if not, the method is dead and is not computed further and if is divisible then the processes are mapped among totally different processors.

Distributed computing [1], [2] is a field of applied science that studies distributed systems. A distributed system may be a model during which elements set on networked computers that communicate and coordinate their actions by passing messages among one another. The elements act with one another so as to attain a standard goal. It is a model during which elements of a software is shared among multiple computers to enhance potency and performance. Distributed computing simply implies that one thing is shared among multiple systems which can even be in numerous locations.

Advantages of parallel computing includes concurrency; save time; solve larger problems; load equalization and create a decent use of parallel hardware design. Disadvantages of Parallel computing includes Programming to focus on Parallel design may be a bit troublesome however with correct understanding and training you are ready to go; numerous code tweaking needs to be performed for various target architectures for improved
performance; Communication of results may well be a tangle in certain cases; Power consumption is large by the multi core architectures; higher cooling technologies are needed just in case of clusters. Therefore for parallel computing, Grid [1] and Cloud [2] environment, load balancing and task scheduling algorithms play a major role.
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**Fig.1: Phenomena of Parallel Processing**

**II. LOAD BALANCING**

Computer utilization has increased the number of application tools that frequently uses the shared hardware and software package resources. (e.g. memory, processor, files etc.) This in turn increases the number of jobs to be submitted across web. Downside will be solved if we have tendency to distribute the applications across totally different computers, in such a way that it reduces the task latent period and also the overhead on one computer. Load balancing is correct distribution of applications over the web with the use of different kind of resources [4].

Load balancing algorithms [4] are categorized as static and dynamic scheduling. In static, no task is assigned to node after completion of program. The task to be assigned is provided to node before execution of program. Information concerned with process resources and task execution time is assumed to be well-known at compile
time of scheduling process. Dynamic scheduling, throughout execution time relies on the re-distribution of processes among all the processors. Dynamic load balancing algorithmic [4] program assumes a no to previous information regarding job behavior.

1.1 Dynamic Load Balancing with Multiple Supporting Nodes (MSN)

Three approaches are put in good words during this algorithmic program, primary, centralized, and modified approach. In primary approach, ab initio methods are kept in queue or process may be assigned as they arrive. If these are in queue, processes are provided to primary nodes in one by one manner. From heavily loaded node Processes are migrated to light-weight node. Initial a light-weight node is checked within the same cluster, if appropriate node is not found then near cluster is searched and after that a needed node transfer takes place for completing the load transfer. On the other hand, one centralized node is given to cluster in centralized approach. Whenever a primary node is over loaded, initially, it searches for the light-weight primary nodes, if such primary node is found then load transfer occurs by balancing the load, Otherwise, one centralized node accommodates the overload of primary node. There is single node in centralized approach, so it processes the load at a very high speed via switching. Still, there are some drawbacks. A refined approach to remove all the drawbacks is there. Centralized node is splitted into smaller nodes known as supporting nodes (SNs). Suppose a process Pi is currently executed by SNi and a Primary node Ni is over loaded so that it finds a supporting node SNi suitable for transferring its overload [13].

1.2 Recent Neighbor Load Balancing Algorithm (RNLBA)

The problem associated with load balancing in grid is defined by assigning loads to a grid by taking care of the communication overhead while collecting load information. An economical dynamic load balancing algorithmic rule ‘Recent Neighbor’ (RN) has been conferred to tackle the existing challenges. RN performs inter cluster (grid) as well as intra-cluster load balancing [14].

In [14], Grid design is logically divided into three parts: Grid-Level, Cluster-Level and Leaf-Nodes. The clusters are totally interconnected within the grid. Multiple computing nodes referred to as leaf nodes are present in every cluster. The computing nodes within the cluster are heterogeneous. Grid cluster’s processing power is measured by taking the average speed of CPU across all computing nodes within the cluster. The tasks are supposed to be mutually independent, computationally intensive and may be executed at any cluster.

Load balancing is performed with two types of algorithms: Cluster-Level and Grid-Level. In Cluster-Level, current workload of the associated cluster is estimated by managing information from its own neighbors. Each and every Cluster-Level manager (CM) decides whether a load balancing operation has to start or not. If yes, then it tries to balance the workload among all its under loaded neighbors.

On the other-hand, if Cluster-Level fails to balance the load, then only, Grid-Level Algorithm works. The work tasks of all the overloaded clusters are provided to under loaded clusters in accordance with the communication
cost and selection criteria. Under loaded clusters selected are the ones which need minimal communication cost in order to transfer tasks from the overloaded clusters.

1.3 A Load Balancing Policy for Heterogeneous Computational Grids (LBPHCG)

This policy tends to boost grid resource utilization and therefore maximizes outturn [15]. The prime focus of paper [15] is on the steady-state mode i.e. the number of jobs to be submitted is sufficiently high and besides this, the arrival rate of jobs doesn't exceed the grid overall process capability. The issues are self-addressed by the projected load balancing policy i.e. the computation-intensive and all the independent jobs has no communication between them. This paper [15] describes a two-level load balancing policy for the multi-cluster grid atmosphere i.e. local Grid Manager and site Manager Load balancing.

1.4 Grid Load Balancing using Intelligent Agents (IA)

The prime focus of paper [16] is on Grid load balancing with use of multi-agents and intelligent agent approaches. These approaches are accustomed to schedule local Grid resources and further doing a global Grid load balancing [16].

A Grid resource may be a digital computer or a workstation cluster. An agent at the Grid level provides Grid resources and services as a high performance computing power. Agents are the high-level abstraction of a Grid resource. Every agent consists of three main layers, from bottom to top: communication, coordination and local management layer. The local management layer acts as an agent for local grid load balancing. The coordination layer deals with the requests and organizes all the local information of the grid. The communication layer provides permit to act and deal with different agents. PACE performance prediction engine [16] which is a tool set for performance prediction is used by agents in Parallel and Distributed Systems.

1.5 Decentralized Genetic Algorithm (DGA)

Authors directed their analysis towards rushing up the convergence of genetic algorithms by using multiple agents and completely different universe to schedule sets of tasks [15]. The utilization of multiple ab initio search points within the downside space favors a high chance to converge towards a global optimum. Combined with the lookup services, this approach offers an answer to high reliability and scalability in demands [15].

SAGA Model is used by authors in [15] in order to submit scheduling request. The scheduler computes a near-optimal schedule which relies on the scheduling requests as well as the monitoring information gathered from Grid monitoring Service (MonALISA) [16]. The schedule as a ‘Request’ for task execution is then sent to the Execution Service. The solution provided by the scheduler is then received as a feedback by the user. It also provides information about the status of executed tasks. Moreover, the system will simply integrate new hosts within the scheduling method, and overcomes any failure situations by Discovery Service.

1.6 Prediction Based Technique (PBT)

Load balancing technique that may handle applications with heterogeneous cluster that cut back the typical
response time is presented in this paper [12]. Three kinds of loads that are I/O, CPU, MEMORY are considered here. In this, Authors thought of a heterogeneous system with cluster computing platform within which a master node is liable for load balancing and for observing the available resources present in the node. Load manager consists of three modules: (1) predictor; (2) selector; (3) scheduler; Predictor is employed to predict the file I/O, CPU and memory needs of a task, for this author uses a statistical pattern-recognition technique.

The prediction is a weighted mean calculation of resource needs using the program’s current state-transition model and therefore the actual resource usage in its most recent execution. Then foreseen value is fed to choose that is accustomed to select the best node among all nodes wherever the task can execute. Scheduler is accountable to dispatch the task to the node selected by the selector. Then task will send to that node and task will execute there. Load manager update the load status table. Preemptive migrations of tasks are not supported by this algorithmic program.

III. ANALYSIS OF VARIOUS LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHM

In MSN Algorithm, load is transferred locally as a result communication cost is reduced. However downside of this algorithmic program is that at ab initio phases, utilization of supporting nodes is decreases. So, resource wastage is more. RNLBGA takes less response time. It enhances the resource utilization as well as balances the load in an efficient manner.

Algorithm LBPHCG tried to reduce the job’s mean response time and maximize the system utilization and outturn. Communication is required as long as a processing element joins or leaves its site. Intelligent Agent (IA) based approach has a benefit of the evolutionary algorithmic rule i.e. it is adaptive to changes within the system. It absorbs changes like addition or deletion of tasks or changes within the range of hosts. However, this algorithmic program cannot be utilized for an outsized scale, since complexity will increase exponentially with the number of hosts. Prediction based technique (PBT) in a cluster is used to attain the effective utilization of global disk resources. This may minimizes the typical cut down of all parallel jobs running on a cluster and scale back the typical response time of the roles. All these algorithms are summarized in TABLE 1 given below.

TABLE I. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS OF EXISTING LOAD BALANCING ALGORITHMS IN GRID ENVIRONMENT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Approach</th>
<th>Strength</th>
<th>Drawback</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MSN</td>
<td>Minimum traffic due to attached central node at each cluster</td>
<td>Initially process utilization at each supporting node is less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNLBA</td>
<td>The parameters measured gives average response time, system load and communication delay</td>
<td>Need to make this algorithm for complex model nested of cluster</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IA</td>
<td>It considers load index as a decision factor</td>
<td>It is not suited for dependent jobs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
for scheduling of jobs in a cluster and among clusters

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LBPHCG</td>
<td>It uses a combination of both intelligent and multi-agent processes</td>
<td>It can do further extension of the agent framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DGA</td>
<td>It focuses on classes of independent tasks which avoids communication costs</td>
<td>Cannot handle data intensive programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBT</td>
<td>Better resource utilization and reduces the average response time</td>
<td>Not suitable for inter-dependent task</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. SCHEDULING
Scheduling [19] is performed to increase the cloud performance. A task could embrace getting into data, processing, accessing software system, or storage functions. The information center classifies tasks in accordance with requested services and service-level agreement. By checking availability of servers, every task is assigned to them. The servers execute the requested tasks in turn and their result is provided to user after computation.

The jobs are submitted to cloud scheduler by associated users in task scheduling process. For getting the information of available resources, an inquiry is done by cloud scheduler. After inquiry, based on task requirement, different resources are allocated to tasks. Smart scheduling continuously assigns the virtual machines in an excellent manner.

An optimal scheduling algorithm [19] continuously improves the CPU utilization, turnaround time and cumulative outturn.

V. TECHNIQUES/ALGORITHMS TO DO TASK SCHEDULING
Many scheduling algorithms exist in distributed computing environment. Almost all these are applied in case of cloud environment also with some verification. Best system outturn and high performance computing are the utmost advantages. Cloud environment is not provided by traditional scheduling algorithms. In cloud environment, Job scheduling algorithms are often classified into two main groups; Batch mode heuristic scheduling algorithms (BMHA) and on-line mode heuristic algorithms. In BMHA, Jobs are initially queued and picked up into a group when they arrive within the system. The scheduling algorithmic program can begins after a fixed amount of time. The main examples of BMHA primarily based formulas are; first come first Served scheduling algorithm (FCFS), round Robin scheduling algorithm (RR), Min–Min algorithm and Max–Min algorithm. By On-line mode heuristic scheduling algorithmic program, there is no need to make any group. Jobs are queued after they arrive within the system on regular basis.

5.1. First come first Serve Algorithm: Job within the queue that arrives first at the scheduler is served first. This algorithmic program is straightforward and fast.
5.2. Round Robin algorithm: Processes are sent in a FIFO manner however are given a restricted amount of cpu time referred to as a time-slice or a quantum. If a process doesn't complete its task before its CPU-time expires, the cpu is pre-empted and given to succeeding process waiting in a queue. The preempted process is then placed at the end of the queue.

5.3. Min–Min algorithm: This algorithm chooses tiny tasks to execute at first stage due to which large tasks have to wait long in a queue.

5.4. max – Min algorithm: This algorithm chooses massive tasks to be executed first, that in turn generate delays for tiny task which are not executed for a long time.

5.5. Most fit task scheduling algorithm: Task that fits best in prepared queue are executed first. This algorithm is not used widely because of high failure ratio.

5.6. Priority scheduling algorithm: Priority is assigned to each process and tasks are allowed to run. Tasks that have equal priority are arranged in FCPS order. The shortest-Job-First (SJF) algorithm could be a special case of general priority scheduling algorithm. Priority is the inverse of predicted cpu burst in SJF i.e. the shorter the cpu burst, the higher the priority and vice versa.

VI. ANALYSIS OF EXISTING SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS
The already mentioned task scheduling algorithms take into account completely different metrics for performing the scheduling operation. A good scheduling algorithm continually satisfies the needs of users. It provides good quality of service and simultaneously it should take into account the advantages at the cloud service. It always try to cut back the cost and power consumption simultaneously providing better performance [41]. Load balancing and energy consumption are two main parameters that ought to be considered during a scheduling algorithm. It provides security to the users while providing services. Developing a far better algorithm by considering the combination of some important parameters together continually lead to a good scheduling algorithm which may be deployed in a cloud atmosphere for providing better cloud services to the users which may be considered as future enhancement [38]. An analysis on above scheduling ways and therefore the completely different scheduling parameters that are supported by them, their benefits and drawbacks are consolidated in the Table I; given below.
### TABLE II. COMPARISON OF EXISTING SCHEDULING ALGORITHMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduling Method</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Come First Serve</td>
<td>Simple in implementation</td>
<td>Doesn’t consider any other criteria for Scheduling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Round Robin</td>
<td>Less complexity and load is balanced more fairly</td>
<td>Pre-emption is Required</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Opportunistic Load Balancing</td>
<td>Better resource utilization</td>
<td>Poor makespan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Execution Time Algorithm</td>
<td>Selects the fastest machine for scheduling</td>
<td>Load Imbalanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum Completion Time Algorithm</td>
<td>Load balancing is considered</td>
<td>Optimization in selection of best resource is not Their.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min-Min, Max-Min</td>
<td>Better makespan compared to other algorithms</td>
<td>Poor load balancing and QoS factors are not considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genetic Algorithm</td>
<td>Better performance and efficiency in terms of makespan</td>
<td>Complexity and long time Consumption</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated Annealing</td>
<td>Finds more poorer solutions in large solution space, better makespan</td>
<td>QoS factors and Heterogeneous Environments can be Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switching Algorithm</td>
<td>Schedules as per load of the system, better makespan</td>
<td>Cost and time consumption in switching as per Load</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-percent Best</td>
<td>Selects the best machine for scheduling</td>
<td>Resource is selected based on the completion time Only</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufferage Heuristic</td>
<td>Better makespan along with load balancing</td>
<td>Scheduling done is only based on a sufferage value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benefit Driven, Power Best Fit, Load Balancing</td>
<td>Power consumption is reduced and cost is reduced even more number of servers used</td>
<td>Other QoS factors and completion time of tasks are less Considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy efficient method using DVFS</td>
<td>Energy saving as per load in the system producing better makespan</td>
<td>Cost and Implementation complexity can be make better in future</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DENS</td>
<td>Communication load is considered and job consolidation is done to save energy</td>
<td>Consider only data intensive Applications with less Computational Needs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-STAB</td>
<td>Load balancing and energy efficiency is achieved based on traffic load, congestion and delay are avoided.</td>
<td>QoS factors can be considered For improvement in Overall Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Task Scheduling &amp; Server Provisioning Improved Cost Based Algorithm</td>
<td>Energy is reduced meeting the deadline of tasks Resource cost and Computation performance is considered before Scheduling</td>
<td>Makespan and cost are less considered here Dynamic cloud Environment and other QoS attributes are not considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Priority based Job Scheduling Algorithm</td>
<td>Priority is considered for scheduling. Designed based on multiple criteria decision making model</td>
<td>Makespan, consistency and complexity of the proposed method can be considered for Improvement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Scheduling based on Horizontal Load Balancing</td>
<td>Probabilistic assignment based on cost. Highest probable resource and task are selected for assignment.</td>
<td>Algorithm never mentions how the total completion time of the tasks will Remain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Priority guided Min-Min</td>
<td>Prioritized is given to users improving load balancing and without increasing total completion time.</td>
<td>Rescheduling of tasks to perform load balancing will increase the complexity and Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLC based Scheduling</td>
<td>Dynamic task assignment strategy proposed, task heterogeneity is considered</td>
<td>Considering only load Balancing Feature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cost Based Multi QoS Based DLT Scheduling</td>
<td>DLT based optimization model is designed for getting better Overall performance</td>
<td>Machine failure, Communication overheads and Dynamic workloads are not considered</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Max-Min Algorithm</td>
<td>Improves makespan and load balancing when large difference occurs in the length of longest task and other tasks or speed of processors</td>
<td>Parameters considered are limited and only theoretical analysis is Performed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE**

In this review papers we analyzed for different solutions and compared to each other by considering their pros and cons. The researchers can use these facts to develop better algorithms. In the above study it is found that some algorithms does not specified memory requirement of the jobs while submitting the jobs to the selected
resources and some of algorithm does not considered communication cost, which we cannot neglect. Memory requirement of a job is vital in completing the execution of jobs at the selected resources within a time bound in realizing a real grid system.

Task scheduling is one of the most famous problems in cloud computing so; there is always a chance of modification of previously completed work in this particular field. In this paper various scheduling algorithms new namely A Genetic Algorithm (GA) based Load Balancing Strategy for Cloud Computing, A Dynamic Optimization Algorithm for Task Scheduling in Cloud Environment, An Greedy-Based Job Scheduling Algorithm in Cloud Computing etc.. have been studied and analysed.
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